
How To Install Weather Pack Bulkhead Wire Connectors
Weather Pack wire connectors are the premium line of environmentally sealed connectors from Del-
phi/Packard. The bulkhead series creates a secure and weather-proof connection for up to 22 wires
and 20 amps. These wire connectors are designed with harsh environments in mind and can endure
extreme temperatures, moisture, chemicals, and other fluids. Due to the fully-sealed and weather-re-
sistant design of the weather pack wire connectors, they are commonly used in tough application set-
tings including construction, off-road, and farm equipment.

Our CAT# WP-22 includes parts 1, 2, 3 in the image below - it doesn’t include
pins, seals or plugs. To complete the bulkhead connector assembly you need :
Female terminals 
20-18 GA, use CAT# 12089188
16-14 GA, use CAT# 12124580
12-10 GA, use CAT# 12124581

Cavity seals 
20-18 GA, use CAT# 12015323
16-14 GA, use CAT# 12010293 
12-10 GA use CAT# 12015193 

The below how-to will walk you through each step of preparing, installing, and completing your 
electrical connection with the bulkhead Weather Pack wire connectors.

#1 (1) male connector #4 (22) male terminals #7 (2) nuts
#2 (1) female connector #5 (22) femal terminals #8 (2) flat washers
#3 (4) connector combs #6 (44) terminal seals #9 (22) cavity plugs

Male terminals
20-18 GA, use CAT# 12089040
16-14 GA, use CAT# 12124582
12-10 GA, use CAT# 12124587

Cavity plugs
use CAT# 12010300



Terminal Installation
The male connector will use the female “socket” type terminal, the terminals labeled #5
in the picture on the first page. The female connector will use the male “pin” type terminal, the
terminals labeled #4 in the picture on the first page, also the terminal used in the crimping photos
on the following pages.

To crimp the terminals properly
you will need a set of roll crimpers like
those pictured to the right. 
Our CAT# CT-18 works well.

You may need pin removal tool CAT# 12014012
if pins are not installed in the correct place.

Crimping the terminals can be broken down into a 5 step process. These steps are:

STEP 1: Seal Installation

Slide the wire seal over the un-stripped
wire as shown in the photo to the left. Doing this
over an un-stripped wire will prevent the copper
strands of exposed wire from penetrating the
inside of the seal making it difficult to slide the
seal onto the wire insulation.


